Fiber optic cable wiring diagram

A fiber-optic cable , also known as an optical-fiber cable , is an assembly similar to an electrical
cable , but containing one or more optical fibers that are used to carry light. The optical fiber
elements are typically individually coated with plastic layers and contained in a protective tube
suitable for the environment where the cable is used. Different types of cable [1] are used for
different applications, for example, long distance telecommunication , or providing a high-speed
data connection between different parts of a building. Optical fiber consists of a core and a
cladding layer, selected for total internal reflection due to the difference in the refractive index
between the two. In practical fibers, the cladding is usually coated with a layer of acrylate
polymer or polyimide. This coating protects the fiber from damage but does not contribute to its
optical waveguide properties. Individual coated fibers or fibers formed into ribbons or bundles
then have a tough resin buffer layer or core tube s extruded around them to form the cable core.
Several layers of protective sheathing, depending on the application, are added to form the
cable. Rigid fiber assemblies sometimes put light-absorbing "dark" glass between the fibers, to
prevent light that leaks out of one fiber from entering another. This reduces crosstalk between
the fibers, or reduces flare in fiber bundle imaging applications. For indoor applications, the
jacketed fiber is generally enclosed, with a bundle of flexible fibrous polymer strength members
like aramid e. Twaron or Kevlar , in a lightweight plastic cover to form a simple cable. Each end
of the cable may be terminated with a specialized optical fiber connector to allow it to be easily
connected and disconnected from transmitting and receiving equipment. For use in more
strenuous environments, a much more robust cable construction is required. In loose-tube
construction the fiber is laid helically into semi-rigid tubes, allowing the cable to stretch without
stretching the fiber itself. This protects the fiber from tension during laying and due to
temperature changes. Loose-tube fiber may be "dry block" or gel-filled. Dry block offers less
protection to the fibers than gel-filled, but costs considerably less. Instead of a loose tube, the
fiber may be embedded in a heavy polymer jacket, commonly called "tight buffer" construction.
Tight buffer cables are offered for a variety of applications, but the two most common are "
Breakout " and " Distribution ". The ripcord is a parallel cord of strong yarn that is situated
under the jacket s of the cable for jacket removal. These fiber units are commonly bundled with
additional steel strength members, again with a helical twist to allow for stretching. A critical
concern in outdoor cabling is to protect the fiber from damage by water. This is accomplished
by use of solid barriers such as copper tubes, and water-repellent jelly or water-absorbing
powder surrounding the fiber. Finally, the cable may be armored to protect it from
environmental hazards, such as construction work or gnawing animals. Undersea cables are
more heavily armored in their near-shore portions to protect them from boat anchors, fishing
gear, and even sharks , which may be attracted to the electrical power that is carried to power
amplifiers or repeaters in the cable. Modern cables come in a wide variety of sheathings and
armor, designed for applications such as direct burial in trenches, dual use as power lines,
installation in conduit, lashing to aerial telephone poles, submarine installation , and insertion
in paved streets. Modern fiber cables can contain up to a thousand fibers in a single cable, with
potential bandwidth in the terabytes per second. In some cases, only a small fraction of the
fibers in a cable may be actually "lit". Companies can lease or sell the unused fiber to other
providers who are looking for service in or through an area. Depending on specific local
regulations, companies may "overbuild" their networks for the specific purpose of having a
large network of dark fiber for sale, reducing the overall need for trenching and municipal
permitting. The highest strand-count singlemode fiber cable commonly manufactured is the
count, consisting of 36 ribbons each containing 24 strands of fiber. Optical fibers are very
strong, but the strength is drastically reduced by unavoidable microscopic surface flaws
inherent in the manufacturing process. The initial fiber strength, as well as its change with time,
must be considered relative to the stress imposed on the fiber during handling, cabling, and
installation for a given set of environmental conditions. There are three basic scenarios that can
lead to strength degradation and failure by inducing flaw growth: dynamic fatigue, static
fatigues, and zero-stress aging. Telcordia GR, Generic Requirements for Optical Fiber and
Optical Fiber Cable , contains reliability and quality criteria to protect optical fiber in all
operating conditions. The jacket material is application-specific. The material determines the
mechanical robustness, chemical and UV radiation resistance, and so on. Some common jacket
materials are LSZH , polyvinyl chloride , polyethylene , polyurethane , polybutylene
terephthalate , and polyamide. There are two main types of material used for optical fibers:
glass and plastic. They offer widely different characteristics and find uses in very different
applications. The buffer or jacket on patchcords is often color-coded to indicate the type of fiber
used. The strain relief "boot" that protects the fiber from bending at a connector is color-coded
to indicate the type of connection. Connectors with a plastic shell such as SC connectors
typically use a color-coded shell. Standard color codings for jackets or buffers and boots or

connector shells are shown below:. Remark: It is also possible that a small part of a connector
is additionally color-coded, e. This additional colour coding indicates the correct port for a
patchcord, if many patchcords are installed at one point. Individual fibers in a multi-fiber cable
are often distinguished from one another by color-coded jackets or buffers on each fiber. This
standard allows for fiber units to be identified by means of a printed legend. This method can be
used for identification of fiber ribbons and fiber subunits. The legend will contain a
corresponding printed numerical position number or color for use in identification. Each
element is in a tube within the cable not a blown fibre tube The cable elements start with the red
tube and are counted around the cable to the green tube. Active elements are in white tubes and
yellow fillers or dummies are laid in the cable to fill it out depending on how many fibres and
units exists â€” can be up to fibres or 23 elements for external cable and fibres or 12 elements
for internal. The cable has a central strength member normally made from fiberglass or plastic.
There is also a copper conductor in external cables. Optical cables transfer data at the speed of
light in glass. Signal loss in optic fiber is measured in decibels dB. Once too much light has
been lost, the signal is too weak to recover and the link becomes unreliable and eventually
ceases to function entirely. The exact point at which this happens depends on the transmitter
power and the sensitivity of the receiver. Singlemode loses 0. Very high quality singlemode
fiber intended for long distance applications is specified at a loss of 0. Each connection
between cables adds about 0. However, the glass fibers will transmit visible light somewhat,
which is convenient for simple testing of the fibers without requiring expensive equipment.
Splices can be inspected visually, and adjusted for minimal light leakage at the joint, which
maximizes light transmission between the ends of the fibers being joined. The infrared light
used in telecommunications cannot be seen, so there is a potential laser safety hazard to
technicians. The eye's natural defense against sudden exposure to bright light is the blink reflex
, which is not triggered by infrared sources. In some cases the power levels are high enough to
damage eyes, particularly when lenses or microscopes are used to inspect fibers that are
emitting invisible infrared light. Inspection microscopes with optical safety filters are available
to guard against this. More recently indirect viewing aids are used, which can comprise a
camera mounted within a handheld device, which has an opening for the connectorized fiber
and a USB output for connection to a display device such as a laptop. This makes the activity of
looking for damage or dirt on the connector face much safer. Small glass fragments can also be
a problem if they get under someone's skin, so care is needed to ensure that fragments
produced when cleaving fiber are properly collected and disposed of appropriately. In these
cables, the optical fibers carry information, and the electrical conductors are used to transmit
power. These cables can be placed in several environments to serve antennas mounted on
poles, towers, and other structures. The power conductors used in these hybrid cables are for
directly powering an antenna or for powering tower-mounted electronics exclusively serving an
antenna. These types of hybrid cables may also be useful in other environments such as
Distributed Antenna System DAS plants where they will serve antennas in indoor, outdoor, and
roof-top locations. Considerations such as fire resistance, Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory NRTL Listings, placement in vertical shafts, and other performance-related issues
need to be fully addressed for these environments. Since the voltage levels and power levels
used within these hybrid cables vary, electrical safety codes consider the hybrid cable to be a
power cable, which needs to comply with rules on clearance, separation, etc. Innerducts are
installed in existing underground conduit systems to provide clean, continuous, low-friction
paths for placing optical cables that have relatively low pulling tension limits. They provide a
means for subdividing conventional conduit that was originally designed for single,
large-diameter metallic conductor cables into multiple channels for smaller optical cables.
Innerducts are typically small-diameter, semi-flexible subducts. According to Telcordia GR ,
there are three basic types of innerduct: smoothwall, corrugated, and ribbed. The need for a
specific characteristic or combination of characteristics, such as pulling strength, flexibility, or
the lowest coefficient of friction, dictates the type of innerduct required. Beyond the basic
profiles or contours smoothwall, corrugated, or ribbed , innerduct is also available in an
increasing variety of multiduct designs. Multiduct may be either a composite unit consisting of
up to four or six individual innerducts that are held together by some mechanical means, or a
single extruded product having multiple channels through which to pull several cables. In either
case, the multiduct is coilable, and can be pulled into existing conduit in a manner similar to
that of conventional innerduct. Innerducts are primarily installed in underground conduit
systems that provide connecting paths between manhole locations. In addition to placement in
conduit, innerduct can be directly buried, or aerially installed by lashing the innerduct to a steel
suspension strand. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Optical fiber cable.
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Optical fiber cables. Fiber optic cables are set to be the future method of connecting to the
Internet as well as providing other beneficial connections for items like televisions or
telephones. Get the cable from the local box to your house. The fiber optic cables will end up in
an optical network terminal on the side of your house, in the basement, or in the garage. Check
your phone's compatibility with fiber optic connectivity since older models won't work with fiber
optic cable. Similarly, make sure your set-top box is set up to work with fiber optic cable. If not,
contact your cable provider for assistance. Connect from the jack to the computer using an
Ethernet cable for the best possible connection. Test for connectivity and make sure all your
phone lines are switched over to fiber optic. This will allow you to connect to the Internet
properly. Switch on your television and cable box to check your service is working properly. We
welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights
reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our
terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. How to Install Fiber
Optic Cables. Written by Chris Nickson. To ensure our content is always up-to-date with current
information, best practices, and professional advice, articles are routinely reviewed by industry
experts with years of hands-on experience. Hannah Madans. What You'll Need. Fiber optical
cable. Optical network terminal. Ethernet cable. RJ wall jack. Power adapter. Set top box. TV
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Nair. Troubleshooting Fiber Optic Audio Cables. By Chris Nickson. Network cables like Cat5,
Cat5e and Cat6 are widely used in our network. Various Ethernet network cables are being
invented. They can support different transmission distances and applications. Cat5e cables can
support base-T transmission up to m, which meet the requirements of various applications in
our home, office and data center. It has better performance than Cat5 and lower price than Cat6
making it a widely accepted type of Ethernet cable. This post introduces the details of Cat5e
cable structure, Cat5e wiring, and wiring diagram. Cat5e uses four twisted pairs for
transmission in each cable. The following picture shows the structure of the Cat5e cable. The
termination of Cat5e Ethernet cable should use RJ45 connectors. As there are four pairs of
copper wires inside a length of Cat5e cable, the cable pinouts should be carefully managed. For
Cat5e, there are two commonly used methods for termination: straight-through and Crossover.
Each pair of copper wires in the Cat5e has insulation with a specific color for easier
identification. Cat5e wiring should follow the standard color code. Both of them can be used.
However, the TB is considered better than TA wiring standard. The following picture shows, the
wiring diagram of the two standards. When you are doing the straight-through wiring, the cable
pinout on the two ends of the Cat5e cable should be the same. However, for the crossover

wiring method, the RJ45 pinouts on each end of the Cat5e are different. The following picture
shows how the eight wires are used for transmission in a crossover terminated Cat5e cable.
Actually, if you want to connect a TA device with TB device, you can use this crossover wiring
method. The following picture shows the pinouts on each end of the Cat5e cable. To terminate a
Cat5e cable, you should prepare the cable. Here recommend a set of network installation tool kit
which contains all you need to wire a category cable. The following shows the process of how
to terminate theEthernet cable:. Step 1, cut the cable to proper length and use the wire stripper
to remove the outer jacket. Step 2, untwist wires and trim the excess part. Flatten the wires out
as much as possible, because they need to be very straight for proper insertion into the
connector. Step 3, hold the cable ends and place the wires in orders from left to right according
to TA or TB wire scheme. Step 4, insert the wires into the RJ45 connector. The wires must be
sequenced in the same order of step 3. Step 5, use the crimping tool to squeeze the plug. This
ensures the firm connection between the cable and the plug. Step 6, repeat the process on the
opposite end and test the terminated cable to make sure communications between cable ends
and the network is correct. The Cat5e has great advantages in various applications and there
are many related products, like Cat5e patch cable, Cat5e bulk cable, Cat5e patch panel provided
in the market. Kindly contact sales fs. Patch Cable vs. Crossover Cable: What Is the Difference?
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integrity. While this post may contain offers from our partners, our opinions are our own.
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for the latest news and tips each week. Sign up for our weekly newsletter. Optical fiber also
eliminates some other problems inherent in twisted-pair cable, such as near-end crosstalk
NEXT and electromagnetic interference EMI. While fiber optic cable itself is cheaper than an
equivalent length of copper cable, fiber optic cable connectors and the equipment needed to
install them have typically been more expensive than their copper counterparts. With an
increased emphasis on protecting digital information, however, optical fiber has become more
cost-competitive over the last few years. A fiber optic cable consists of five main components:
core, cladding, coating, strengthening fibers, and cable jacket. Core: This is the physical
medium that transports optical signals from an attached light source to a receiving device. The
core is a single continuous strand of high-purity glass or plastic whose diameter is measured in
microns less than the diameter of a human hair. The larger the core, the more light the cable can
carry, which correlates to a higher data transfer rate. Cladding: This is a thin layer that is
extruded over the core and serves as the boundary that contains the light waves more on this
later , enabling data to travel through the length of the fiber. Coating: This is a plastic coating
over the cladding to reinforce the fiber core, help absorb shocks, and provide extra protection
against excessive cable bends. It does not have any effect on the optical waveguide properties,
though. Strengthening fibers: These components help protect the core against crushing forces
and excessive tension during installation. This reduces cross-talk between the fibers. Cable
jacket: This is the outer layer, or sheathing, of the cable. Its purpose is to protect the cable from
environmental hazards, such as construction work, fishing gear, and even sharks, which are
often attracted to the electrical fields created by signal conductors to repeaters. The main
difference between multi-mode and single-mode optical fiber is that multi-mode has a larger
core diameter, typically 50â€” micrometers; which is much larger than the wavelength of the
light carried within it. The larger core allows multiple light rays or modes modalities to be
transmitted concurrently, each at a slightly different angle of reflection within the optical fiber
core. In practical terms, the larger core size simplifies connections and also allows the use of
lower-cost electronics such as light-emitting diodes LEDs and vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lasers VCSELs. For longer distances, single-mode fiber sometimes called monomode is used
because it is not limited by modal dispersion. Due to its high capacity and reliability, multi-mode
optical fiber is mostly used for communication over short distances, such as within a building
or on a campus. This technique enables bidirectional communications over one strand of fiber,
as well as increasing capacity. A WDM system uses a multiplexer at the transmitter to join the
signals together, and a demultiplexer at the receiver to split them apart. With the right type of
fiber it is possible to have a device that does both simultaneously. Light rays are modulated into
digital pulses with a laser or LED and move along the core without penetrating the cladding. If
the refractive index is lower on the other side of the boundary the cladding and the incident
angle is greater than the critical angle, the wave cannot pass through and is entirely reflected.
For example, consider a ray of light moving from water to air. The refractive indices of water and
air are approximately 1. Therefore, the angle of incidence must be greater than Signal
attenuation in an optical fiber is measured in decibels dB. The loss of power also depends on
the wavelength of the light and on the propagating material. For silica glass, the shorter
wavelengths are attenuated the most. The lowest loss occurs at the nm wavelength, which is
commonly used for long-distance transmissions. Loss Inherent to Fiber: Light loss in a fiber
that cannot be eliminated during the fabrication process is due to impurities in the glass and the
absorption of light at the molecular level. Loss of light due to variations in optical density,
composition, and molecular structure is called Rayleigh scattering. Rays of light encountering
these variations and impurities are scattered in many directions and lost. The absorption of
light at the molecular level in fiber is mainly due to contaminants in glass such as water
molecules. Loss Resulting from Fiber Fabrication: Inconsistencies in the fiber manufacturing
process will result in the loss of light. For example, a 0. Precise tolerances must be maintained
throughout the manufacturing of the fiber to minimize loss. Splice Loss: Splice loss occurs at
all splice locations. Mechanical splices usually have the highest loss, commonly ranging from 0.
Fusion splices have lower losses, usually less than 0. A loss of 0. High loss can be attributed to
a number of factors, including:. Connector Loss: Losses at fiber optic connectors commonly
range from 0. Other factors that contribute to the connection loss include:. Bend loss can also
occur on a smaller scale from such factors as:. Fresnel Reflection: Fresnel reflection occurs at
any light boundary where the refractive index changes, causing a portion of the incident light
ray to be reflected back into the first medium. The amount being reflected can be estimated
using the following formula:. An index-matching material may be used in conjunction with
mating connectors or with mechanical splices to reduce the reflected signal at the boundaries.
Without the use of an index-matching material, Fresnel reflections will occur at the ends of a
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Fiber optics! Admittedly, I'm a little obsessed with fiber optics, and for good reason. They are a
durable, versatile, and relatively simple way to add beautiful lighting effects to anything you're
making. Just look at some of the gorgeous projects you can create with them! There was a time
when I mostly used el wire in my illuminated designs, but ever since the amazing Natalina and
Technorainbows introduced me to the wonders of fiber optics in their various forms, I've been
on a bit of a fiber optic bender. So come fall down this rabbit hole with me, and turn yourself
into a mesmerizing bioluminescent sea creature Fiber optics can be used to bring illumination
to many kinds of projects, but for this Instructable I'm going to focus on their use in wearables,
because that's my area of expertise. Fiber optics are also especially great for clothing,
costumes and accessories because they allow you to distribute light from a single source,
therefore making your project require fewer lights and less power always an important
consideration when designing wearables. Because the fibers can carry light far from the
electronics that are the source of illumination, they are also great for projects that need to be
weather-proof or washable. Fiber optics themselves are clear and colorless, so a fiber optic
lighting system installed in a project will take on whatever color light you shine through it, or
undulate with color patterns if your light source is programmable or dynamic. Fiber optics come
in a variety of diameters, shapes and types. In fact, the options seem to be growing every time I
look online. Different variations are better for different applications, so I'll talk here about all the
different types I've encountered and the best uses I've found for them. I'll also be adding to this
Instructable as I discover more fiber optic knowledge, but for now, this is what I know. The fiber
optics I'm dealing with in this Instructable are the plastic fibers designed for lighting, not the
slightly more sophisticated glass fiber bundles that transmit data rapidly over long distances,
but they function on the same basic principle: Light shining in one end from a source of
illumination, like an LED or a laser, travels down the fiber optic strand and emerges at the other
end. A standard " end emitting " fiber optic designed for lighting is a long thin strand of plastic
consisting of a very clear core and an external coating called a cladding. Another name for this
type of structure is a "light pipe". The clear inner core allows light to travel unimpeded down the
length of the fiber while the cladding acts like a one-way mirror, containing any light that tries to
escape the fiber by bouncing it back into the core in a process called total internal reflection.
This combination of core and cladding allows light to travel along the fiber for great distances,
even around curves, emerging at the other end nearly as bright as the original source of
illumination. Depending on the quality of the fiber however, some amount of light may degrade,
or be lost along the way. Some fiber optics make use of this light degradation, allowing a little
light to escape through the cladding along the length of the fibers, thus creating an even glow
that looks a bit like a neon tube. These fibers are called " side emitting " fiber optics. End
emitting and side emitting fibers have a slightly different look and are good for different
purposes. End emitting fibers also called end glow, or end light are the classic fiber optics, with
bright points of light at the ends and very little light escaping along the strands themselves.
They are usually thin, somewhere from. They are also generally stiffer than the side emitting
fibers. End emitting fibers are great for directing individual points of light far from a single light
source. Projects like the Star Map in the second photo above make use of the ends of the fibers
to spread the light from just a few points of illumination into a myriad of tiny stars. End emitting
fibers do leak a little light along the strands however, and when gathered into bunches, this
light becomes visible in the dark, as you can see in projects like Natalina's Fiber Optic Dress
and Coat and my Fiber Optic Fairy Wings above. You can also strategically nick or abrade the
fibers to create points of light along their lengths. I'll talk more about this later. I think projects
like these are a great use of end light fiber optics because they use both the points of light at
the ends of the fibers and the dimmer light along the strands as visual design elements.
Allowing some of your end glow fibers to hang freely is also very visually pleasing and creates
a mesmerizing light-painting effect when you move. I have found that end light fibers below
about. Side emitting fibers also called side glow, or side light are usually larger and more
flexible than end emitting fibers. They seem to be available anywhere from 2mm to 12mm in

diameter. Because of the way they are constructed, with a cladding that is intentionally less
effective, light gradually escapes along the whole length of the fiber creating a fairly even glow
almost like a neon tube or el wire. However, as you can see in the second photo above, some
light also escapes from the end of the fiber creating a bright point of light where the fiber is cut.
The intensity of the fiber's glow depends on the intensity of the light source. The glow of the
fiber is also brightest close to the source of illumination, and fades gradually, or sometimes
discolors, as more light escapes along the length of the fiber. I have found that the glow of a
side light fiber optic, lit with a regular neopixel LED at full brightness, becomes difficult to see,
and slightly yellowed, about 5 feet from the light source. You can combat this dimming by
putting a light source at both ends of the fiber as I've done in the third photo above. This can
also create amazing blended color effects by having different colored LEDs at each end of the
fiber. Even putting a small mirror, instead of a second LED, at the other end of the fiber helps
keep the light contained, making the whole strand brighter. Side emitting fibers are much more
visible in ambient light than end emitting fibers, but they still create a diffused glow that looks
better in darkness. Side emitting fibers are great for projects where you want defined lines of
light rather than pinpoint sparkles. They would also be good for creating inner glow or under-lit
elements of a project where you don't want to see the fibers directly. In addition to the basic
distinction of side glow and end glow, you will likely encounter some of the following variations
in your search for fiber optics:. Multi Strand End Glow Cable : this is a collection of end glow
fibers bundled inside a plastic casing. I have seen these with thick black casings designed to
block all light except at the ends of the fibers, or in clear casings which allow you see the fibers
all the way along the cable. Usually these cables are filled with fibers of all the same diameter,
but I have also seen cables like these that contain a few slightly different sized fibers for variety
they are designed for making star effect ceilings. Buying fiber optics in this form can be useful
especially if you are planning to use the fiber in bundles and you want to make sure all your
fibers curve in the same direction. Taking the fibers out of the casing can be a little tricky
however, and often results in nicking the fibers in places. Sparkle Cable: groups of end glow
fibers intentionally nicked along the strands and bundled in a clear casing to create a sparkle
effect. I personally think they look a bit cheesy, but I'm sure they would be great for some
projects. Multi Strand "Side Glow" Cable : Unlike the end glow cables, which contain straight
fibers, the fibers inside these clear cables are twisted, ostensibly to allow more light to escape
along their length. Like a lot of fiber optics, they seem to be designed for interior decor lighting,
but after ordering and testing a sample of these, I really don't see that they have any advantage
over large solid core side glow fibers, and they don't seem to work very well. I wouldn't
recommend them for wearable projects. I haven't actually used these, but they seem to be more
like a side glow fiber that is encased so that light will only emerge from the end. They are mostly
used in displays and water features to channel light to specific points. They could potentially be
useful in wearables for a similar purpose. White Core Side Glow Fiber, or Light Pipe : These are
similarly flexible to the clear "solid core" side glow fibers, but have a white core embedded in
the center of a clear strand. The white core illuminates and radiates light into the clear section,
making this fiber look much more like el wire as you can se in the first photo. These fibers only
seem to conduct light a few feet down their length before it fades and yellows, but they have an
interesting look and could be great for certain projects. Solid Fiber Optic Ribbon : I first saw
these as the light in the inside of illuminated ankle bracelets for biking, and later in a pair of
costume suspenders I found a Michael's crafts. As you can see in the second photo, these
fibers are basically just like other large end glow fibers in a slightly different shape. Their glow
seems to appear more visible when they are encased inside fabric or another diffusing material
like they are in the suspender s in the third photo above. I am not even sure if these ribbons are
technically fiber optics or just another plastic material that transmits light fairly well, but I think
they have a lot of potential for interesting uses. Woven Fiber Optic Ribbon not pictured : A flat
ribbon-like strip created by weaving thinner fibers loosely together. I have never used these, but
they look like they might definitely be great for wearables. Corning Fibrance : A new product
from the Corning glass company that is a very thin and flexible fiber with a structure similar to a
white core light pipe. Corning powers their fibers with lasers instead of LEDs which makes them
significantly brighter with a look very similar to el wire as you can see in the last photo. This
product has a lot of potential, especially for incorporation into textiles, but at the moment it is
quite expensive and not readily available to the consumer. A few companies have started
weaving fiber optics into textiles to create illuminated fabric. This is in theory an awesome idea,
but so far I haven't been that excited by the results. The fibers being used in these textiles are
end glow fibers that have been strategically abraded to release light along the length of the
strands, and the resulting fabric is fairly stiff and coarse. The fibers are usually woven in one
direction warp or weft only and they need to be bundled and connected to a light source at one

end. This greatly limits how the fabric can be cut if you want to retain glow in all the fibers,
which means you can only use the fabric in garments with certain kinds of pattern shapes. All
this can be worked around, but it is certainly not the easiest material to deal with. Personally, I
also find the aesthetic of the fabric itself to be a little tacky if it isn't used right. I have seen it
illuminated with moving lasers, or programmable lights in ways that give it a more dynamic,
subtle look. Strategically abrading the fibers to add patterns of light to the fabric can also create
beautiful results. I haven't played with this material much myself, but it is definitely an
interesting possibility for wearable projects, and I'm sure it will continue to be developed in new
and exciting ways. The possibilities for lighting fiber optics range from simple to extremely
complex, and can make a huge difference to the look of your project. When you are choosing
lighting, keep in mind that the brighter your light is, the more visible your fiber optic illumination
will be. Also, from a personal aesthetic perspective, I think staying away from out-of-the-box
primary LED colors like green, blue and red, helps keep a fiber optic project from looking like a
cheesy Christmas decoration. I usually go for blended or de-saturated colors for a more subtle
and beautiful effect. Their shape makes them easy to attach to a bundle of fibers or a single
large fiber using just heat shrink tubing and glue. There are a lot of pre-packaged lighting
options like this available that can provide simple and beautiful illumination to your fiber optic
project. To take full advantage of the dynamic lighting possibilities of fiber optics, however, you
really need programable lighting, or at least a light source that has been pre-programmed. I am
just barely beginning to learn Arduino programming, but even with a minimum of knowledge, it
is fairly easy to find interesting lighting programs online and load them into your
microcontroller. I talk about how I've done this in more detail in my Fiber Optic Fairy Wings
Instructable, and there are many other great Instructables that go into much more detail about
programing LEDs. Another, even easier way to access some great lighting programs, is to buy a
pre-programmed chip like the Cool Neon Driver I used in my LED skirt project and wire that to
addressable LEDs. This will give you many different lighting patterns to choose from and can be
controlled by a remote. You can also buy pre-made products that are designed to light fiber
optics. Natalina made her dress and coat using a fiber optic whip that comes pre-assembled
with a large bundle of fibers attached to a bright RGB LED with many pre-loaded programs. In
many ways these whips are great products, but the battery life is not as good as it should be
and the shape and size of the whip is not particularly well suited to wearables. Smaller, cheaper
products like glowbys and fiber optic center pieces can also easily be incorporated into
wearables, but they don't give you any ability to change the color of your lights, and they are
often cheap and poorly made. They are definitely the lowest common denominator of fiber
optics, but with a little creativity, they can still be a good addition to your costume. Another
option to light your fiber optics is to use small laser modules. I haven't personally experimented
with this, but I have seen it done, and it definitely makes the fibers much brighter and more
daylight visible. One constraint is the available laser colors which are relatively limited. The best
use of lasers in fiber optics that I've seen was when someone hooked a rotating laser up to fiber
optic fabric so different colors and patterns played over the surface of the fabric. Before
attaching the fibers to your light source, you also have to be sure that the end of your fibers are
cut cleanly to allow the maximum amount of light to penetrate. The side glow fibers, which are
softer, can be easily cut with a sharp xacto knife, but it's harder to get a clean cut on the harder
end glow fibers. For small bundles that have been heat shrunk together, a sharp xacto can
work, but for larger bundles, using a hot knife is a good idea. You can find a good explanation
of the process in this Instructable. One of the most important things to think about when you
are planning a fiber optic project is, "how am I going to attach my fibers to my lights? A big
challenge in this is the fact that the fiber optics themselves are quite slippery and don't adhere
to most glues very effectively. I have found that superglue and some epoxies seem to stick the
best, but you have to be careful not to get superglue on the end of the fibers where is can cause
clouding that effects light transmission down the strand. As I mentioned in the previous step,
standard 5mm diffused LEDs are fairly easy to attach to fiber optics because you can slip a heat
shrink tube over both the LED and the fiber optic bundle, shrink it down, add a little glue and
you have a fairly strong connection between the two see first photo. This Instructable also
shows how to achieve a similar connection using Sugru instead of heat shrink. If you are using
LED strip to light your fibers, connecting them gets a bit trickier because the LEDs have such a
low profile, there isn't much to connect to. Everyone I know who works with fiber optics seems
to have come up with their own solution to this problem. Ashley Newton , who first introduced
me to side emitting fiber optics, and worked with me to create my Sea Warrior outfit, has a very
effective method that involves 3D printing a piece that holds the LED strip and has nodes with
holes that the fiber optics plug into above each pixel see photos 2 and 3 above. Variations on
this shape can be 3D modeled to fit the form of what you are creating. For a recent project I also

created a double sided version of these LED nodes that holds a folded LED strip allowing fiber
optics to emerge and be illuminated from both sides photo 4. In another piece of the same
project I used 3D modeling to create a module that held a 12 a neopixel LED ring with holes
above each pixel for a bundle of fiber optics photo 5. Jenn Mann who also makes amazing fiber
optic wearables, has found a way to use layers of laser cut acrylic to create a similarly shaped
connecting strip between LEDs and fibers. I bundled my end glow fibers into groups of about
30, then heat shrunk the ends together and cut them with an exacto knife to create a smooth
edge. I installed my LED strip inside a small box with holes drilled in the sides, then fed my fiber
optic bundles through the holes and hot glued them into place up against the LEDs, being
careful not to get any hot glue between the ends of the fibers and the LEDs as that would block
light from illuminating the fibers last photo. This worked fairly well, though some fibers in the
middle of the bundles were still loose after I had glued them in. Since I was going to be sewing
all my fibers down very securely anyway, this didn't really matter, but I would like to find even
better ways make sure all the fibers are secure. Another important consideration for wearable
fiber optic projects is, how to attach the fibers to the garment or accessory you are making.
Depending on how many separate fibers or bundles of fiber you are working with, this can be a
time consuming process, and I'm always looking for new ways to solve this problem. The most
basic way to attach fibers directly to a garment is hand sewing. This is how I attached the fibers
to my fairy wings in the first photo. Hand sewing down bundles of fiber optics is pretty time
consuming and it takes a bit of skill to make it look neat, but it does work well, and it gives you
a lot of room to create freehand layouts. I usually use a thin fishing line or clear thread to sew
down the fibers, which ends up being almost invisible against the fibers. Another way I like to
integrate fibers into my designs, especially the larger side light fibers, is by sewing channels
into two layers of sheer fabric and inserting the fibers into these channels, almost like creating
my own large scale fiber optic fabric see photos 2 and 3. This is a slightly less time consuming
way to contain the fibers, and it creates a nice effect by making the fibers appear to be hovering
in midair when it's dark. I also like to use a technique that involves laser cutting slits in thin
leather and then weaving the fibers through these slits as seen in photo 4 In this photo I've
actually used el wire, but it works the same way. You could also do this by hand with an xacto
knife. I used this technique on the chest piece and shoulders of the Sea Warrior outfit. It can
even be modified to create more complex woven looking patterns with the fibers. On designs
like the Sea Warrior headpiece, the 3D printed nodes that marry the fibers to the lights also
function as a means of attaching the fibers to the headpiece photo 5. Because they are only a
few inches long, they can plug into the nodes at the base and then fan out freely. If you only
want to see see the points of light at the the ends of the fibers, you can hide most of the fiber
inside a garment like NLED-Projects did with this Fiber Optic Top Hat and just attach the
strands so the ends are visible as shown in the last photo above. I haven't experimented that
much with manipulating the form of the actual fibers themselves, but there are a few
possibilities here that could have some very interesting results. Damaging the cladding on the
outside of an end glow fiber will allow light to escape and creating a point of glow on the fiber.
This can be done with sandpaper for a more diffused look, or with an xacto knife or other sharp
object to create individual points of light. This is how the fibers in sparkle cable and fiber optic
fabric are manipulated to give a more all-over sparkle. Using sandpaper on fiber optic fabric
creates patterns of brighter glow in different areas. With the right kind of masking and strategic
abrading, I think this technique has a lot of potential to make fiber optic fabric more exciting. Of
course you have to be careful not to sand too hard, or you might damage the threads that are
holding the fabric together. Also keep in mind that the more you abrade the fibers, the less light
will continue to travel down the rest of the fiber, making them a little dimmer at the ends. If you
want to create larger points of light at the ends of end glow fibers, you can use a lighter or heat
gun to melt the very ends of the fibers into a ball of plastic. While attempting to straighten some
fibers for a project, I accidentally melted some with an iron causing them to curl up in odd ways.
I thought this actually looked pretty interesting a little like a Chihouly sculpture or a sea
creature. It also made the fibers glow brighter. I've already talked about a lot of my favorite fiber
optic projects, but here's a longer list of great inspiration that will show you some of the
beautiful things you can create with fiber optic lighting. Fiber Optic Dress. Fiber Optic Coat.
Fiber Optic Fairy Wings. Fiber Optic Sea Warrior. Make a Fiber Optic Flower. Installing Fiber
Optics Into an Illuminator. Skirt Full of Stars. Fiber Optic Dandelion Lamp. Fiber Optic Jellyfish
Lamp. Sustainable Magic. Jenn Mann. Rachel Reichert. Elena Kozlova. Bulk fiber optics are still
not widely available as a retail product, but they are not hard to find if you know where to look. If
you are planning a project that uses fiber optics, I recommend starting to gather your materials
a few weeks ahead of time because the best sources are often overseas. Make sure you read the
rest of this Instructable before you dive into ordering so you understand exactly which fiber

optic product you are looking for. Woven Fiber Optic Ribbon. I'm searching for a multistrand
fiber optic cable cutter. I am working on a bedroom decoration using fiber cables for lighting not a data application. I have a bundle of about x. I need to cleanly cut through all of them at
once. The cleaver's I'm finding are for data applications and cleve one cable at a time. What tool
could I use to cut the bundle all at once to create a clean cut? Question 1 year ago on
Introduction. Hi, Thanks so much - this was an amazing intro guide! I have a question about
using side emitting fibers for sensing light so basically the opposite of most of what's
discussed here. I have a diagram that might clarify things, I'll try to attach it. So â€” do you think
this can work well? Have you ever seen an application like this before? Answer 9 months ago.
Depending on a bunch of factors, a little of the laser should be visible at the ends though. OR
with side emitting fibers, possibly more! There was no section over battery life of any of the
products For my project, color of lights or patterns of glow aren't really important, but to make
my project perfect, I need the longest battery life possible Great article. Thank you. I found your
article whilst searching for information on a project that I am about to embark upon. I am hoping
that you or someone reading this post may be able to pass on some ideas or experiences with
embedding fibre optics into resin. My project involves pouring a resin floor and embedding side
emitting fibre optics of various sizes through the resin floor. The size of the floor would be 3m x
4m. All of the strands of fibre optic would bundle at one end and connect into a light emitter
which would connect to a DMX light controller. The floor will also have some metallic fleck
added to the resin to increase the sparkle and effects of the lighting. I plan to pour the resin
floor in 3 layers. First layer would be 1mm thick. Once this has set I will arrange the Fibre optic
strands in the correct position, and connect to the light source to test the effects. Once satisfied
with the layout, I would then pour the second layer of resin covering all of the light strands.
Once this has set, I would carefully sand back any exposed strands, hopefully none. I would
then pour the finishing layer of floor. I plan on the total thickness of the floor to be mm. The
entry point of the Fibre optics from the light box, into the floor would then be framed and
protected. Any information or experiences with this would be greatly appreciated. Thank you for
any help. Question 2 years ago on Step 9. Hello, I am adding a picture of what I am making with
fiber optics, but the problem I am having is I'm not getting enough light through my fiber
strands, i made the mistake of buying end light strands and tweaked the lines so they light up
but still need more light, IS IT POSSIBLE to get more light maybe by a higher watt emitter box?.
I have a 16 watt now. Please bare with me I don't know nothing about fiber optic but love how it
works, so please in dummy terms if explaining to me. Thank you I appreciate any kind of help or
knowledge i can do or learn. Question 2 years ago on Step 3. Question 2 years ago on
Introduction. I have purchased a couple of hats that have fiber optics pushed through the
embroidered logo. These hats are available online. I am trying to create a hat that is not dealing
with a major league team logo. So I am at a loss where to buy the module that lights the fiber. I
have patent numbers Any thought would be greatly appreciated. Great site. I have a question I
am hoping someone that reads this can help with. I am using 5mm solid core side glow cable
that is about 70 cm in length. I am lighting it from both ends with super bright 5mm white leds. I
am not getting nearly the full length of white light I expected. It is yellowing. When I remove one
led and shine the end down, the light is yellow. But when I use a colored led is shines the right
color. Help please. Reply 2 years ago. I'm sorry you're having this issue, but I think it's pretty
much par for the course for side emitting fiber optics. Because more and more of the light
escapes along the length of the fiber, the farther away from the source you get, the less pure the
light is. I don't fully understand the physics here, but I'm assuming that, because white light
includes all the other colors of light, and the wavelength of light gets longer as it moves from
the blue to red spectrum, the light on the more blue end of the spectrum bounces more often off
the walls of the fiber, thus escaping escape more quickly, and leaving the yellower light to
continue farther down the strand. I am really surprised that it's happening so quickly with yours
though, especially with a light on each end. There are definitely different qualities of fiber optics
and some seem to hold the light on more than others, you could try using another kind. Hello
there Mikaela, thanks for taking the time to put this guide together. It's a huge help. I've just
ordered up all the goodies and am looking forward to sharing my own version of your fairy
wings with you soon. One question if you happen to see this comment. Just above in step 13
you mention the clear PVC casing on the side glow fibres to protect them from UV damage. My
project will be using exposed end glow fibers and is an outdoor installation with pretty much
full exposure all year long dappled shade of a tree. Am I going to experience degradation over
time? I'll get in touch with Wiedamark as well with the same question. Regardless, it'll give me
the effect I'm after at least for the initial unveiling of my project. Hi Mikaela, Just read thru your
site looking for info on fiber optics. This is a great site with a ton of well presented info. I am
doing a similar project to Dorrinda's jellyfish. However I will have edge emitting fibers in a

flowing water stream. I am new to fiber optics but I think it's ok to have water flowing over the
fibers. The fibers will be about 4 feet long and I will need to use about 20 separated fibers. Any
input appreciated. I'm interested in making hanging jellyfish for an undersea event. What light
source is used to make them light up? Can you use the same light source for multiple strands
of tentacles? What size would you recommend to replicate a tentacle? Lastly, can you cut the
strands? Clearly I have never used fiber optics before I'm a newbie?. Any advice you have
would be helpful. Reply 4 years ago. Sorry I missed your comment somehow. I think you'll find
that most of your questions are answered in this Instructable. I'd say it would be nice to maybe
use multiple sizes together to replicate a tentacle. Maybe between 2 and 5mm? You could also
just use one size if that is easier. The thicker they are the less they move and flow, so the thin
ones can be nice for loose things like tentacles. You can definitely attach multiple strands to
one light source also. Read through the Instructable and if you still have questions, I'm happy to
answer :. Hello, I found this in a storage locker I purchased and sadly am not sure exactly what
it is I have here. I have been searching the internet but have only been more confused. I was
hoping with these pictures you or someone could tell me exactly what it is I have here. Any help
would be much appreciated. Thanks for your time. Do you have photos of the stuff you found? I
don't see any photos here. Happy to try to help if you show me what you have :. Is it possible
you update the link to the fiber you buy without casing? I've tried the product links and they're
'no longer available'. Hmm, sorry about that. It can be hard to tell when you are ordering from
overseas. Search for "side glow fiber optics" and try to just look at the photos to see if it looks
like it has a casing layer, or if it is listed in the product description. More by the author:. About:
Costume and experimental fashion designer and artist. Maker of clothing and accessories for
time traveling cyborg superheroes, and lucid dreamers. In addition to the basic distinction of
side glow and end glow, you will likely encounter some of the following variations in your
search for fiber optics: Multi Strand End Glow Cable : this is a collection of end glow fibers
bundled inside a plastic casing. These types of fiber optics are a little harder to find, but have a
lot of design potential. Programable LEDs: To take full advantage of the dynamic lighting
possibilities of fiber optics, however, you really need programable lighting, or at least a light
source that has been pre-programmed. Pre-Made Fiber Optic Products: You can also buy
pre-made products that are designed to light fiber optics. Lasers: Another option to light your
fiber optics is to use small laser modules. Nicking or abrading end glow fibers : Damaging the
cladding on the outside of an end glow fiber will allow light to escape and creating a point of
glow on the fiber. Distorting fibers with heat : If you want to create larger points of light at the
ends of end glow fibers, you can use a lighter or heat gun to melt the very ends of the fibers into
a ball of plastic. End Glow Fibers Easier to find domestically than side glow and can be ordered
from places like Wiedamark , The Fiber Optic Store , and many others Alternately, you can buy
pre-made products like fiber optic whips or glowbys and use the fibers from them for your
project To order direct from factories in bulk, search sites like AliExpress , Alibaba or Ebay
Solid Core Side Glow Fibers For the best prices, order them in bulk from China by looking on
AliExpress , Alibaba or Ebay If you need smaller quantities, or faster delivery, Wiedamark and
The Fiber Optic Store offer a few domestic options for side glow fibers as well. One thing to be
aware of when ordering side glow fibers is that they often come with a thin clear PVC casing to
protect them from UV light damage. If you are using them outside, this is great, but for
wearables it can make the fibers a lot less flexible. It also means that the diameter quoted in the
product listing is often the internal diameter, not the diameter with the casing. I try to buy fiber
like this , that don't have an casing. White Core Side Glow Fibers They used to sell these on
Sparkfun in 3mm and 5mm diameter, but they seem to have discontinued them. Right now I only
see it being sold from a couple of European distributors. Solid Fiber Optic Ribbon I've had a
hard time finding a good source for this type of fiber online. I recently ordered some from China
on Ebay but it was not exactly the shape I was hoping for. Slightly more rounded and not quite
as wide as the kind I found inside the suspenders, but it is still an interesting product. Fiber
Optic Fabric Small 40 x 75 cm
2002 ford focus radio wiring harness
1996 toyota tacoma manual
2012 yamaha fz6r exhaust
pieces can be ordered from Sparkfun , only in a black colorway. Larger quantities in more
fabric color variety and density of fibers can be ordered by contacting Lumigram. Corning
Fibrance Still only available from the manufacturer and you need to email them for quotes.
Participated in the Make It Glow! Contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with
us! I Made It! Easy Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Mars Clock by prdassonville in
Clocks. Reply Upvote. MattB Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote. VeitN MattB

Answer 9 months ago. GloTrim Question 2 years ago on Step 3. JonahH13 Question 2 years ago
on Introduction. MarkU31 Question 2 years ago on Step 3. WilliamT 2 years ago. MikaelaHolmes
WilliamT Reply 2 years ago. AnimattersInc 3 years ago. Scott 3 years ago. Dorriinda 4 years ago.
MikaelaHolmes Dorriinda Reply 4 years ago. TiffinyS1 4 years ago. MikaelaHolmes TiffinyS1
Reply 4 years ago. ScottR 4 years ago. MikaelaHolmes ScottR Reply 4 years ago.

